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CUVM Partners with Sheriff Central to Offer Vendor Management to Law Enforcement 

  
TALLAHASSEE, FL – CUVM, the vendor management solution for LEVERAGE, is proud to 
partner with Sheriff Central to deliver a comprehensive contract, vendor, and grant management 
tool for law enforcement offices across the nation. CUVM’s cloud-based software solution will 
allow sheriff's offices to manage their business operations like never before.  
 
“Sheriff Central Vendor Management is committed to making your life easier by providing a 
dependable and cost-effective alternative to manage vendor and regulatory due diligence,” said 
CUVM Vice President Kelli Silvernale. “To put it simply, we take the burden off your agency, so 
you don’t have to worry about time-consuming contracts and additional regulations.”  
 
CUVM has been providing simple solutions in vendor management for credit unions for more 
than 14 years. This partnership allows CUVM to use its software to assist sheriff’s offices and 
municipalities across the country. CUVM streamlines the entire contract process, saves 
businesses time and money, and centralizes storage and retrieval of contracts. The CUVM team 
offers personalized service with dedicated analysts and support staff, ensures all contracts are 
compliance-friendly, and meets Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) requirements.  
 
“We aim to protect your business and vendor relationships with our comprehensive solutions 
while serving you with an unmatched level of customer service,” Silvernale added. 
“Organization, timing, knowledge of contracts, terms and conditions are essential to successful 
contract negotiations. By partnering with Sheriff Central, we look forward to protecting and 
serving those who protect and serve!”  
 
For sheriff’s offices looking to enhance their vendor management tools, CUVM offers many 
benefits. Limited reviews are provided for specific vendors that address levels of risk outlined by 
CJIS. The CUVM software is available 24/7 and allows unlimited contracts and gives employees 
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the ability to upload and store all vendor documents in a secure location, while also keeping a 
running history of all contracts and documents. By utilizing CUVM’s services, sheriff offices can 
step away from the desk and spend their days meeting with citizens, investigating crimes, and 
preventing crimes. CUVM and Sheriff Central are dedicated to supporting the Office of Sheriff.  
 

### 
 
 

ABOUT CUVM 
 
CUVM is owned by LEVERAGE, the for-profit side of the League of Southeastern Credit Unions 
& Affiliates, CU Risk Intelligence, and Mountain West Credit Union Association. CUVM serves 
more than 200 clients in 36 states, provides seamless disaster recovery, and ensures that all 
contracts are compliance-friendly, while at the same time helping organizations save time and 
lower operational expenses. Specializing exclusively in vendor management, CUVM provides 
unprecedented personal service. To learn more, visit http://www.cuvm.org or follow CUVM on 
LinkedIn and Twitter. 
 
ABOUT LEVERAGE 
 
LEVERAGE, the Service Corporation for the League of Southeastern Credit Unions & Affiliates, 
is the business services provider that leverages credit union system resources, relationships, 
and industry knowledge for optimal performance and sustained growth of its clients and 
business partners. We work to offer credit unions best-in-class products and services that 
reduce costs, maximize results, and make the most difference. For more information, visit 
myleverage.com or follow LEVERAGE on Facebook and LinkedIn.  
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